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Archaeological studies of maize (Zea mays) in the southeastern United States focus on its 
role in the rise of complex societies, the diet, and its economic importance (Fritz 2019; Scarry 
1986; VanDerwarker et al. 2017). Many archaeologists recognize the relationship between maize 
agriculture and its role in the development of Mississippian societies (Anderson and Sassaman 
2012; Cobb 2003; Fritz 2019; Scarry 1986; Welch and Scarry 1995). There was a widespread 
shift to maize agriculture in the North American Southeast that began around AD 900, reaching 
the Carolina Piedmont around AD 1000 (Gremillion 1989, 1993c; Hutchinson et al. 1998; Smith 
1989). While the shift to maize cultivation has gained considerable attention, changes in food 
consumption—both food types and preparation—and how they relate to the vessels used to cook 
those foods have received less attention.  
In this thesis, I propose that, during the Late Woodland period (AD 800 to 1600) in the 
North Carolina Piedmont, cooking jar forms changed in response to the intensified cultivation of 
maize and the new foodways associated with it. Maize kernels require processing to make them 
safe for sustained human consumption, and I argue this new foodway, among other cuisine 
changes, and their processing requirements are what led to a transition in cooking jar forms from 
the Uwharrie phase (AD 800-1200) into the Dan River phase (AD 1000-1450). Through the 
frameworks of communities of practice (Wenger 1998) and communities of consumption (Mills 
 iv
2016) I explain behaviors associated with pottery production and cooking practices and how the 
two are linked. In this case, changes in pottery practices are spurred by changes in diet. I use 
DesignCAD 3D MAX software to build models of Woodland period cooking jars which I 
analyze alongside use-wear evidence to determine the functions and methods of cooking used 
with them. I do this by graphing changes in height, rim diameter, volume, and neck constriction 
over time. Trends of increasing neck constriction and decreasing height and volume signify 
distinct changes in vessel shape over time as a result of new dishes and cooking techniques. 
Changes in use-wear patterns such as the absence of sooting on the exterior surfaces of Uwharrie 
jar bases and the presence of sooting on Dan River jar bases paired with the changes in vessel 
shape and size signify changing vessel use for cooking with fire. I argue Dan River jars were 
likely built to accommodate new cooking and processing techniques associated with maize while 
still accommodating previous practices involving mast resources. Ultimately, I explain how Dan 
River jars represent a greater diversity of cooking practices than jars from the Uwharrie series.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
There is a wealth of archaeological research concerning vessel shapes, food, 
consumption, and their changes. However, changes in food preparation methods that went along 
with changes in crops and foods themselves have received less attention. The transition to maize-
based (Zea mays) foodways and their ceramic counterpart in the Southeastern United States, 
hereinafter referred to as the Southeast, was studied by Rachel Briggs in her Ph.D. dissertation 
(Briggs 2017). Briggs investigated the role hominy foodways played in determining the shape of 
Mississippian standard jars from the Moundville site, located in the Black Warrior River valley 
in Alabama. Typical Mississippian standard jars are wide with constricted necks and globular 
bodies (Steponaitis 1983:69) (Figure 1.1). Briggs’ research included studies of jar shape and size 
through measurements of distinct parts of the jar body, recordings of base shapes and orifice 
sizes, and how these things are related to the vessel’s frequency of access, containment security, 
and thermal properties. Ultimately, she argued that the Mississippian standard jar was built 
specifically for the nixtamalization of hominy which I will detail further later in this thesis.  
It is known that maize influenced ceramic form in the Black Warrior River valley of 
Alabama (Briggs 2017), but what effect, if any, did the introduction and intensification of maize 
cultivation have on the production of ceramics in other parts of the Southeast like the North 
Carolina Piedmont? I use Briggs’ shape and use-wear studies of Mississippian standard jars as 
comparative models for my case study, which looks for similar attributes and adaptations of 
vessel shape and sooting, as well as carbonization, across the transition from Uwharrie to Dan
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Figure 1.1: Mississippian standard jar and labeled characteristics (from Briggs 2017, Fig. 6.3). 
 
River series jars as maize cultivation intensified around the North Carolina Piedmont. The area I 
refer to as the North Carolina Piedmont, where the archaeological sites included in this study are 
located, encompasses a portion of what is now present-day Virginia (Figure 1.2). I expanded 
upon her methods of analyzing jar shapes by using 3D CAD software to build models of the jars 
in my sample. I aimed to determine how vessel shape and cooking methods are related to 
changes in foodways in the Late Woodland (AD 800 to 1600) Piedmont of NC. I also set out to 
determine if Briggs’ model for jar function applies to the jars of the Late Woodland period NC 
Piedmont.  
I present my arguments in five chapters. The first part of this chapter is a brief outline of 
my research objectives and questions, followed by a short review of the theoretical frameworks 
concerning ceramic studies and food-human interactions. Following is a review of the 
archaeology and ethnohistory of the Late Woodland Piedmont of North Carolina, including more 
detailed discussions of the two phases, Uwharrie and Dan River, which will be the focus of this 
thesis. I will also provide a brief review of the archaeology of maize in the North Carolina 




Figure 1.2: Map locating the 13 archaeological sites that produced pottery analyzed in this study. 
 
Piedmont and its consumption. Then, I will provide information about the collection I studied 
and my sampling methods. This is followed by a detailed description of my analysis processes, 
including the steps I took to build the 3D models and the ways I identified and recorded use-wear 
evidence. Next, I present a discussion of the current scholarship on the relationship between 
ceramic technology and cooking, followed by the results of my analyses on Late Woodland 
cooking vessels in the Piedmont. I end with a summary of temporal trends in the Late Woodland 
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cooking vessels of the Piedmont and possible explanations for these trends as well as 




Subsistence patterns, ceramic technologies, and foodways as social phenomena of 
Eastern Woodlands groups during the Late Woodland period have been the focus of 
archaeological projects and publications for several decades now (Gremillion 1989; Saunders 
and Hays; Scarry 1993, 2008; Smith and Cowan 2003; Steponaitis 1983). Various theoretical 
frameworks (agency theory, communities of practice, situated learning, among others) have been 
used to outline the social structuring of these topics and how they function to create regional 
identities or more localized cultural traditions, as well as their economic roles (Sassaman 1993; 
Scarry 1993, 2008; Smith and Cowan 2003; VanDerwarker et al. 2017). Through the work of 
these scholars, among many others, the production of crops such as maize, beans, squash, and 
other Native cultigens are mapped in detail across the southeastern United States are mapped in 
detail. Maize particularly has warranted the largest focus due to its role in the development of 
complex Mississippian societies (Fritz 2019; Pauketat 2004; Rindos and Johannessen 1991; 
Scarry 1986; Johannessen 1984; VanDerwarker et al. 2017). Researchers agree that maize spread 
to North America from Mexico; however, its spread to the Southeast, as well as the time scales 
of this spread, have been heavily debated due to regional variability (Blake 2015; Riley et al. 
1994; Smith 2006; VanDerwarker et al. 2017). This research will identify and record the changes 
in vessel shape that coincide with the introduction of maize to the diet of the Late Woodland 
people of the NC Piedmont and whether cooking and processing methods changed in association 
with this new food. 
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Social agency is the backbone of a substantial portion of archaeological theory regarding 
the production of goods. It plays a role in the products we make and consume and when these 
things are viewed through the lens of a group or community, it allows researchers to determine 
group identities as well as indications of membership in groups (Bourdieu 1979; Dobres 2000; 
Wenger 1998; VanDerwarker et al. 2007). Recently, studies of aspects of food consumption such 
as subsistence practices and ceramic production have grown to include more detailed approaches 
to social agency like identity formation, communities of practice, and production of symbolic 
meaning (Mills 2016). For this thesis, I will focus on communities of practice and how they form 
identities and affect cooking and processing practices.  
Food and identity are complexly intertwined, and communities of practice lie at the 
confluence of food and identity due to their role in consumption, ceramic production, processing, 
and cooking methods associated with specific dishes. Communities of practice are defined by 
collective learning through both participation and experience, theorized as situated learning, 
usually concerning a craft, to pass down specific ways of producing and reproducing (Wenger 
1998:13, 34). One way in which archaeologists have framed studies of communities of practice 
and situated learning is through food preparation and consumption. Studies of food preparation 
and consumption concern the food being consumed, how the food is prepared, and how it is 
served. Researchers have acknowledged that it is vital to include consumption alongside 
production and distribution to observe how these things become entangled with one another 
(Mills 2016; Mullins 2011; Stahl 2010).  
Ceramics are a crucial tool used in the production and consumption of food via 
processing, cooking, serving, and storage (Braun 1983; Briggs 2017; Rice 2015). For these 
reasons, ceramics can be studied to observe patterns of consumption and production across 
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spatial and temporal scales. Cuisines and foodways are aspects of communities of practice that 
affect people’s choices of how and what food is prepared, in what vessel it is prepared and 
served, and to whom the food is being served (Mills 2016). Additionally, through analyses of 
vessel shape and decoration, archaeologists can use ceramics to view communities of practice 
(Sassaman and Rudolphi 2001; Stark 1998). Potters pass their knowledge and specific methods 
of pot-building on to apprentices who then continue to pass along this knowledge until 
something, like a new mode of cooking, technological innovation, stylistic drift, etc. causes a 
change. Then, these changes begin to be passed down through communities until another 
adaptation takes place.  
When specific decorative traditions, like paints or punctation styles, are passed down and 
reproduced for sustained periods while remaining confined to one group of people, this creates a 
recognizable identity for these people (Minar and Crown 2001; Saunders 2012; Stark 2006). 
These unique culminations of paste recipes, decorative motifs, and vessel shapes associated with 
specific groups and potting traditions make membership and group identity in communities of 
practice easily recognizable through ceramics. The same process of communities of practice 
applies to the passing down of aspects of food consumption such as recipes, vessel choice, and 
cooking methods, which Barbra Mills calls “communities of consumption” (Mills 2016). In 
addition to knowledge of how to build pots, the knowledge of how to use these pots to prepare 
specific dishes is passed down. When new cultigens, like maize, are introduced to the diet they 
may change the traditional ways communities produce and consume ceramics and food. These 
distinct shifts in communities of practice and consumption allow archaeologists to observe and 
document major and minor changes in diet, and cuisine, and the corresponding changes in 
ceramic traditions that may have resulted from them (VanDerwarker et al. 2007). 
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 Here I will examine the advent of maize agriculture during the Late Woodland period in 
the North Carolina and southern Virginia Piedmont and its effect on the identity, food production 
and processing, and ceramic traditions of Piedmont inhabitants to build further upon these 
studies of social agency and communities of practice and consumption. Relying on 
paleoethnobotanical and material remains, ethnographic accounts, ethnohistoric accounts, and 
results of experimental archaeology, I will reconstruct the modes of maize consumption and 
associated behaviors of these ancient Woodland people. Combined with this information, I aim 
to decipher changes in pre-maize Uwharrie and post-maize Dan River consumption through 
analyses of cooking modes via ceramic shape and sooting patterning to determine how maize 
may have been processed and prepared in the North Carolina and Virginia Piedmont, and how 
that compares to other parts of the Southeast.
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CHAPTER 2: ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND ETHNOHISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
 
This chapter outlines the research up to the present concerning the archaeology of the 
Late Woodland period in the Piedmont, its ceramics, and its chronology, in addition to the 
ethnohistory of the Piedmont, Piedmont diet and subsistence, Piedmont foodways, and the 
archaeology of maize in the Piedmont. The Research Laboratories of Archaeology (RLA) at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC) established the Siouan Project to study the 
impact of European colonization on Native Piedmont communities. Roy S. Dickens, Jr., H. 
Trawick Ward, and R. P. Stephen Davis, Jr. led project excavations beginning in 1983. However, 
before these comprehensive excavations, Joffre Coe had excavated small portions of sites in the 
1930s with their artifact collections focused on ceramics that could be used to identify and 
classify the various pottery types of different tribes in the Piedmont region (Dickens, Ward, and 
Davis 1987:3; Ward and Davis 1993:5). Today, the project has investigated over a dozen sites in 
the Dan, Eno, and Haw River drainages spanning the period from AD 800 to the early 18th 
century (Figure 2.1) (Dickens, Ward, and Davis 1987; Ward and Davis 1993).  
As a result of these early excavations, a typology of Dan River series ceramics was 
defined by Joffre Coe and Ernest Lewis (1952). Coe described the Uwharrie focus (now called 
“phase”) and its associated artifact assemblages in his 1952 chapter “The Cultural Sequence of 
the Carolina Piedmont” in Archeology of Eastern United States, edited by James B. Griffin. In-
depth excavations and surveys of Siouan sites continue to this day through UNC field schools 
and student research projects (Dickens, Ward, and Davis 1987:3; Ward and Davis 1993:6).
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Figure 2.1: Map of North Carolina Piedmont drainages where sites excavated under the Siouan 
Project are located (from Gremillion 1989, Fig. 1). 
 
The Siouan Project has produced a wealth of evidence concerning changes in settlement, 
economy, and technology of the past Native peoples living in the Piedmont (Eastman 1999; 
Gremillion 1989,1993c; Holm 1987, 1993a, 1993b, 1994).  
 
Late Woodland Period in the North Carolina-Virginia Piedmont 
 
The Late Woodland period in the North Carolina-Virginia Piedmont region dates from 
AD 800 to 1600 and consists of six phases structured both temporally and spatially. The first, the 
Uwharrie phase (AD 800-1200), extends across most of the northern North Carolina-southern 
Virginia Piedmont. It is followed by the Dan River phase (AD 1000-1450) in the upper Dan 
drainage, the Donnaha phase (AD 1000-1450) in the upper Yadkin drainage, and the Haw River 
phase (AD 1000-1400) in the upper Haw and upper Neuse (including the Eno River) drainages. 
After AD 1400, new phases are recognized in the upper Dan (AD 1450- 1600 Early Saratown 
phase) and upper Haw/Neuse (AD 1400-1600 Hillsboro phase) drainages. All of these phases 
make up the Piedmont Village tradition. There were no radical innovations at the start of the Late 
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Woodland period in the Piedmont of North Carolina, but major cultural changes took place 
between AD 1100 and 1600 as the Piedmont Village Tradition emerged. During this time 
populations became more sedentary and centralized while intertribal conflicts emerged, most 
likely as a result of increased agricultural production and competition for fertile agricultural 
lands (Ward and Davis 1993:339). In the Southeast maize, beans, squash, and Native cultigens 
began to be intensively cultivated during the Woodland period (Scarry 2008; Smith 1989, 2006; 
Smith and Cowan 2003). In the Late Woodland North Carolina Piedmont subsistence remained 
evenly balanced among hunting, gathering, and fishing, but there was also an increased reliance 
on domesticated plant foods (Gremillion 1989:244). Although the Late Woodland period in the 
North Carolina Piedmont consists of multiple phases, this research focuses only on the Uwharrie 
and Dan River phases because they span the beginning of intense maize cultivation in the 
Piedmont region. 
Uwharrie Phase (AD 800-1200) 
 
During the Uwharrie phase, there was a transition to more sedentary villages as compared 
to earlier Woodland periods in the Piedmont. This transition to a more sedentary lifestyle was 
supported by subterranean storage pits as well as plant cultivation. The phase was named for the 
Uwharrie River running through Montgomery and Randolph counties in North Carolina (Coe 
1952). Its type site, 31Mg14, is located on a sandbar at the mouth of the Uwharrie River where it 
discharges into the Yadkin River (Ward and Davis 1999:100). Subsistence strategies during the 
Uwharrie phase consisted of hunting, gathering, gardening, and fishing (Ward and Davis 
1999:100). Mast resources (acorns [Quercus sp.], hickory nuts [Carya sp.], etc.) comprised a 
considerable portion of the diet and made up a majority of the plant foods being stored for later 
consumption. However, near the very end of the Uwharrie phase domesticated plant foods, like 
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maize, became more important and were stored in addition to mast resources (Gremillion 
1989:90, 244).  
Jars and bowls were the predominant ceramic vessels built and used during the Uwharrie 
phase. Joffre Coe (1952:308) first defined the Uwharrie ceramic series as: 
simple in form, crude in execution, but functionally adequate. The vessels were 
invariably either a hemispherical bowl or a conoidal base jar with a slightly constricted 
neck and a short vertical rim. . . . The temper became almost entirely crushed quartz. 
Some of the particles used were so large that they protruded through both sides of the 
vessel wall. The interior surfaces were invariably scraped with a serrated edged tool. 
 
The jars are tall and large with scraped interiors and exteriors typically impressed with a coarse 
net, but some are cord marked, fabric impressed, or scraped on their exteriors (Coe 1952:308; 
Coe and Lewis 1952:1) (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). Also, these jars are ideally suited for storing and 
preserving seasonal foods (Woodall 1990:82). 
 
 
Figure 2.3: A Uwharrie series jar, Vessel 2238p1691, from the Forbush Creek site (31Yd1) (see 
Figure ID #9 in Table A.1 and Figure A.4). 
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Figure 2.4: Interior scraping on Vessel 2238p1691 from the Forbush Creek site (31Yd1) (see 
Figure ID #9 in Table A.1 and Figure A.4). 
 
Dan River Phase (AD 1000-1450) 
 
During the Dan River phase settlements became larger, more nucleated, and focused 
around rivers (Ward and Davis 1999:105). The phase was named for the river which flows by the 
type site, Lower Saratown (31Rk1), in the upper Dan River drainage. This cultural pattern is 
chronologically well established by radiocarbon dates from Siouan Project excavations 
performed by UNC’s RLA and sites excavated by Richard Gravely and members of The 
Archeological Society of Virginia (ASV) in southern Virginia (Davis et al. 1997c; Ward and 
Davis 1993). Subsistence strategies during this phase still consisted of hunting, gathering, 
gardening, and fishing. However, there is a marked intensification of maize agriculture at the 
start of this phase. Plant remains from sites dating from late Uwharrie through the Dan River 
phases indicate cyclical subsistence patterns of deer hunting and storage of plant foods in the 
winters (Gremillion 1993c:455-456; Ward and Davis 1999:105). In the latter half of the phase, 
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settlement size and density increased even more dramatically than during the first half of the 
phase. Settlements were located within stockades and held 15 to 20 houses and their associated 
pits, hearths, and burials. This rapid population growth has been attributed to a growing reliance 
on maize cultivation (Ward and Davis 1999:106). 
During the period of increasing maize cultivation, there were distinct, however gradual, 
changes in vessel shape from the Uwharrie phase to the Dan River phase. Both Uwharrie and 
Dan River ceramics found in the Dan River drainage are thought to be made by the ancestors of 
the historic Sara Indians (Ward and Davis 1999:106). Joffre Coe (1952:310) defined the Dan 
River ceramic tradition as: 
A wide-mouthed vessel with a flaring rim, but retained the conoidal base. Strap handles, 
in use for the first time, were added to the rim, and the outer edge of the lip was 
consistently notched or scored. 
This definition was based on pottery from the late precontact Dan River phase component at 
Lower Saratown, located on the Dan River in Rockingham County, NC. Dan River jars (Figure 
2.5) are much smaller and shorter than Uwharrie jars and lack the idiosyncratic interior scraping 
found on Uwharrie jars. They also have moderately constricted necks while Uwharrie tend to be 
straight walled or only have very slight constriction. Their exteriors were typically impressed 
with a coarse net, but some were cord marked or corncob impressed (Coe and Lewis 1952:1; 
Davis et al. 1997d:18). However, aspects of Uwharrie phase pottery such as crushed quartz 
tempering continue through the first half of the Dan River phase (Ward and Davis 1999:106). 
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Figure 2.5: A Dan River series jar, Vessel 2390p713, from the Powerplant site (31Rk5) (see 
Figure ID #67 in Table A.1 and Figure A.16). 
 
North Carolina Piedmont Diet and Subsistence 
 
Apart from watermelon (Citrullus lanatus) and peach (Prunus persica), which were late 
introductions, the same plant foods were used by the Native people of the North Carolina 
Piedmont before and after contact with Europeans. Maize was the most prevalent crop, but the 
common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) and squash (Cucurbita pepo) were also grown (Gremillion 
1993c:462). Indigenous seed crops were largely replaced by maize in the Piedmont during the 
Dan River phase (AD 1000-1450) and intensification of maize agriculture is thought to occur 
after about AD 1350 (Gremillion 1993c:462). Meanwhile, mast resources such as hickory and 
acorn continued to be staple food sources and were not abandoned following intensive maize 
agriculture. However, acorn was increasingly replaced by hickory in the Dan River drainage, a 
trend that seems to coincide with the increased intensification of maize (Gremillion 1993a, 
1993c; Peles and Scarry 2015; Roark 2020). Acorn is nutritionally similar to maize (high in 
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carbohydrates and low in protein), but it is more expensive to process than hickory. With the 
growing reliance on maize, the need for acorn may have diminished (Gremillion 1989:244-246). 
Fish and game meat, predominantly deer, also continued to be cooked and consumed alongside 




The origins of maize domestication and its spread northward from Mesoamerica have 
been topics of debate among many researchers. Based on genetic studies it was determined that 
maize originated in Mexico and was domesticated in the Balsas River valley region during the 
Archaic period 9,000 to 6,200 years ago (Matsuoka et al. 2002). Using accelerator mass 
spectrometry (AMS) dating alongside radiocarbon dates from associated contexts and analyses 
of pollen size and phytolith shape, researchers determined Guilá Naquitz Cave in the Oaxaca 
Valley of southern Mexico to be the site of the oldest recognizable, unequivocally dated maize 
cobs discovered in the world (Blake 2015:17, 30). Maize later spread into North America around 
4,000 years ago through trade and the passing on of knowledge of maize cultivation. Maize 
requires human intervention to be spread and cultivated which is why it is useful to 
archaeologists and paleoethnobotanists to track patterns of trade and migration (Lusteck 2009). 
Evidence of the social importance and spread of maize is observable through decorative elements 
on the surfaces of pottery and in iconography at sites in the American Southwest (Blake 
2015:205; Washburn 2012).  
 Using the above evidence, researchers were able to trace the spread of maize from the 
North American Southwest into the Midwest and eventually the Southeast (Blake 2009; Fritz 
1990; Hart and Lovis 2013; Smith 2006). Maize reached the Southeast during the Late 
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Woodland period which was a time of increased trade and reliance on horticulture. By AD 900-
1000 maize was being intensively cultivated in the Southeast and reached the Piedmont around 
AD 1000 (Gremillion 1989; Hutchinson et al. 1998; VanDerwarker et al. 2007). Maize remains 
were found in high frequencies in Dan River phase pit features at the Powerplant (31Rk5) and 
Lower Saratown (31Rk1) sites. In many of these pits, maize had the highest count for 
identifiable seeds. Neither of these sites had Dan River phase smudge pits, small pits filled with 
charred maize cobs and other plant remains believed to be used for smoking hides or smudging 
pots, so the frequency of maize remains in Dan River pit features at the two sites most likely 
resulted from maize processing and refuse (Gremillion 1993a, 1993b, 1993c). In addition to the 
botanical remains, tools that may have been associated with the cultivation and processing of 
maize, such as chipped stone hoes and grinding stones, were found in some of these features. 
However, grinding stones are also associated with mast processing. Wooden mortars and pestles, 
known to be used historically for maize and mast processing, may not have been preserved at 
sites due to their organic nature (Davis et al. 1997a, 1997c, 1997d, 1998a, 1998b; Lawson 
1709:207; Peles and Scarry 2015; Ward and Davis 1993).  
Maize is versatile and can be processed in a variety of different ways (tortilla, hominy, 
grits, gruel, etc.). In Mississippian cultures (AD 1100-1541) in the Southeast, the hominy 
foodway was one of the most common forms of maize preparation and consumption (Briggs 
2017:114; Hally 1986:269). The process of preparing hominy involves drying maize, then 
soaking the kernels overnight in an alkaline solution (ash or lye) or boiling them for several 
hours in an alkaline solution to aid in loosening the pericarps (seed casings). This process is 
called nixtamalization. Through the process of nixtamalization, maize is rendered softer and 
more digestible for humans, and the chemical make-up of the kernels is altered so that the 
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nutritional value increases. If not properly nixtamalized and other foods don’t supplement the 
nutrients missing from untreated maize, people can develop pellagra, a vitamin B3 deficiency 
(Briggs 2017:118, 127-128, 230; Johnson and Marston 2020:2). After the kernels have soaked 
they are rinsed, then ground in a mortar and pestle, and the hulls are removed from the kernels 
during this process. Depending on the length of the boiling process and the number of times the 
kernels were rinsed with fresh water, the ash flavor could linger. Ethnohistoric accounts detail 
the taste some Native Americans had for the ash (Briggs 2017:127-128, 230; Bressani, Paz y 
Paz, and Scrimshaw 1958:774-778; Hally 1986:269; Myers 2009:514). The resulting ground 
hominy could be used in soups or stews (Parrish 2013:140). 
As mentioned earlier, Rachel Briggs studied the hominy foodway in the Black Warrior 
River valley of Alabama and the relationship between hominy and Mississippian standard jars. 
Archaeologically, it can be hard to differentiate between untreated maize and alkaline-treated 
hominy maize even with chemical residue analyses, also known as absorbed residue analyses. 
For this reason, in addition to botanical remains and use-wear analyses archaeologists search for 
tools associated with processing maize into hominy. These tools include mortars and pestles, 
manos (hand-held grinding stones), ladles, and ceramic cooking pots (Briggs 2017:86; Davis et 
al. 1997c). Briggs hypothesized that the squat, rounded-bottom Mississippian standard jars with 
handles were designed specifically with characteristics to aid in the nixtamalization of hominy. 
Hominy nixtamalization requires extended suspension or elevation over a fire to bring the maize 
to a boil for processing, so the shape of the Mississippian standard jars combined with their 
ability for suspension supported her hypothesis and conclusion that the jars were built for the 
nixtamalization of hominy (Briggs 2017). 
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Ethnohistory of North Carolina Piedmont Foodways  
Examining ethnohistoric literature can provide insight into other maize and mast 
processing practices in the Southeast, specifically in the Late Woodland period North Carolina- 
Virginia Piedmont. There are a handful of ethnohistoric accounts from the 1660s-1700s written 
by European explorers concerning the Native peoples of the Piedmont. The accounts, while 
potentially biased, still provide useful insight into Native American practices of hunting, fishing, 
gathering, and subsistence agriculture (Byrd 1841; Lawson 1709; Lederer 1672; Parrish 2013). 
John Lawson’s 1709 A New Voyage to Carolina is one of the most well-known and 
comprehensive historic accounts of Native Americans living in the Piedmont. A surveyor-
general and amateur botanist, Lawson’s accounts detail the diets, subsistence practices, and 
processing activities of Native people residing in villages from the South Carolina coast to the 
North Carolina Piedmont (Bellis 2009; Lawson 1709). Using details from his sections titled “An 
Account of the Indians of North Carolina,” and “A Journal of a Thousand Miles Travel among 
the Indians, from South to North Carolina,” I was able to determine when he was speaking about 
the Siouan tribes of the Piedmont. John Lederer, a German physician and explorer, journeyed 
through the Piedmont region in 1669-1670 searching for a route across the Appalachian 
Mountains. He wrote The Discoveries of John Lederer, which includes accounts of the Native 
people he encountered along the way (Lederer 1672). The History and Present State of Virginia 
(1705) by historian Robert Beverley also provides a detailed account of the Native peoples of the 
Piedmont.  
As detailed earlier, for the most part, the diets of the Piedmont peoples consisted of 
maize, acorns, hickory, beans, fish, and game (Byrd 1841; Lawson 1709; Lederer 1672; Parrish 
2013). Based on the ethnohistoric record and archaeological studies, the proportions of some of 
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those foods that accounted for the diet varied by season; however, the practices of agriculture, 
gathering, hunting, and fishing remained relatively balanced (Gremillion 1989; Holm 1993a, 
1993b, 1994; Lawson 1709). John Lawson reported deer as the most important mammalian 
resource to the North Carolina Indians. He mentioned “barbaku'd” and roasted venison and 
described venison broth thickened with acorn meal (Lawson 1709:60). 
According to most accounts, gathering practices were heavily focused on mast resources 
such as acorn, hickory, and walnuts. Acorns were the most extensively gathered mast resource. 
Accounts detail how they were boiled, roasted, and ground for consumption and how their oils 
were sometimes skimmed and preserved (Lederer 1672:15). Hickory was also processed in a 
similar matter for consumption and extraction of oil (Lawson 1709:92; Lederer 1672:15). These 
processes are described by Lawson and Lederer in the quotes below: 
We got our Breakfasts; roasted Acorns being one of the Dishes. The Indians beat them 
into Meal, and thicken their Venison-Broth with them; and oftentimes make a palatable 
Soop. (Lawson 1709:45) 
 
The Acorns thereof are as sweet as Chesnuts, and the Indians draw an Oil from them, as 
sweet as that from the Olive, tho' of an Amber-Colour. (Lawson 1709:92) 
 
…to each house belongs a little hovel made like an oven, where they lay up their Corn 
and Mast, and keep it dry. They parch their Nuts and Acorns over the fire, to take away 
their rank Oyliness; which afterwards pressed, yeeld a milky liquor, and the Acorns an 
Amber-colour’d Oyl. In these, mingled together, they dip their Cakes at great 
Entertainments, and so serve them up to their guests as an extraordinary dainty. (Lederer 
1672:15) 
 
Acorns are both starchy and oily, with some species being oilier than others (Riggs, Davis, and 
Fitts 2015:7.15). Lawson mentions the consumption and processing of acorns more than he does 
maize, but this could be due to the time of year he traveled through the Piedmont because it is 
known from the archaeological record that maize was grown and consumed in that region. 
However, he praised the usefulness of maize saying: 
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The Indian Corn, or Maiz, proves the most useful Grain in the World; and had it not been 
for the Fruitfulness of this Species, it would have proved very difficult to have settled 
some of the Plantations in America. It is very nourishing, whether in Bread, sodden, or 
otherwise. (Lawson 1709:75) 
 
Later he provided more detail about how the maize was being processed saying: 
 
The Savage Men never beat their Corn to make Bread; but that is the Womens Work, 
especially the Girls, of whom you shall see four beating with long great Pestils in a 
narrow wooden Mortar; and every one keeps her Stroke so exactly, that 'tis worthy of 
Admiration. (Lawson 1709:207) 
 
It is important to note that the terminology used has changed since the 1700s. Lawson’s 
and other accounts refer to maize as “Indian corn” or “corn.” At this time, outside of North 
America, corn referred to any cereal grain—i.e. rye, wheat, barley, etc. (Parrish 2013:285). I was 
careful throughout my research to ensure that I understood the definitions behind the terms as 
they were used in these historic contexts. For example, hominy is mentioned but it is spelled 
“homony.” In this case, “homony” is produced in the same manner Briggs (2017) described for 
Mississippian societies. Beverley describes this production process by the Native people of the 
Virginia Piedmont saying:  
They boil, broil, or tost all the Meat they eat, and it is very common with them to boil 
Fish as well as Flesh with their Homony; This is Indian Corn soaked, broken in a Mortar, 
husked, and then boil’d in Water over a gentle Fire, for ten or twelve hours, to the 
consistence of Furmity: The thin of this is, what my Lord Bacon calls Cream of Maize, 
and highly commends for an excellent sort of nutriment. (Parrish 2013:140) 
 
The term “Meat” or “Meate” can refer to any food in general and not necessarily meat from an 
animal or nut. The word meat can also be used in reference to the main meal or dinner. (Oxford 
English Dictionary 1989). Furmity is wheat boiled in milk with sugar and spice added; the term 
was used in Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, and other Southern States (Smith 1883:49). 
Lawson (1709:178) mentions “Rockahomine Meal” which he describes as maize parched and 
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pounded into powder. There are no mentions of Mississippian-style hominy production in 
Lawson’s or Lederer’s accounts. However, in the medicinal section of his book Lawson says:  
The Salts they mix with their Bread and Soupe, to give them a Relish, are Alkalis, (viz.) 
Ashes, and calcined Bones of Deer, and other Animals. (Lawson 1709:222) 
 
Alkalis and ash are used to nixtamalize maize, so it is possible that they were being used for that 
purpose as well. For these reasons, I believe the Native peoples of the North Carolina and 
Virginia Piedmont were not solely nixtamalizing maize to make hominy. Rather, they processed 
and consumed maize in a multitude of ways. 
While descriptions exist of maize and mast resources being prepared with wooden 
mortars and pestles, the vessels in which they were boiled and cooked were not described. 
However, an ethnographic image by English artist John White from circa 1585-1586 depicts a 
large coastal jar much like those of the Uwharrie series in use for cooking or possibly processing 
maize and other foods (Figure 2.6). Another image by White (Figure 2.7) depicts two Native 
Americans eating maize that is laid out on a platter (Lawson 1709:91). My research aims to fill 
the gaps in knowledge surrounding the types of vessels used for mast and maize processing and 
cooking in the Piedmont. I aim to determine how maize was processed in the North Carolina 




Figure 2.6: Watercolor painting by John White (ca. 1585-1593) of foodstuff being boiled (from 




Figure 2.7: Watercolor painting by John White (ca. 1585-1593) of a man and a woman eating 
dried maize (from The British Museum, museum number 1906,0509.1.20).
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS AND TERMINOLOGY 
 
The objectives of this project revolve around various analyses that will provide insight 
into changes in the shape of Uwharrie and Dan River jars over time, the reasoning behind these 
changes, and what purpose they served for food preparation. I used a combination of 
measurements, visual analyses, use-wear analyses, statistical analyses, and digital 3D modeling 
to determine the uses of the jars in my sample. My analysis began with classifying and coding 
the vessels and vessel sections in my sample by five independent variables: spatial context, 
inferred temporal context, size, shape, and use-life (observations related to vessel production and 
alterations post-breakage). After recording these data, I built 3D models of each vessel in both 
series from complete and partial profile drawings. Building these models allowed me to expand 
my sample size because I was able to model incomplete vessels and gather data from them. Also, 
having these 3D models allowed me to visually see trends and patterns in ceramic production 
and use over time between the two series. 
Collections and Sampling  
 
The ceramic assemblages I analyzed consist of complete and nearly complete Uwharrie 
and Dan River jars from thirteen North Carolina and Virginia Piedmont sites (see Figure 1.2). 
All of the vessels in my sample are housed at UNC in the RLA’s collections, and the majority of 
them come from Siouan Project excavations or excavations performed by the ASV. UNC was 
contracted by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources to analyze and produce reports on
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the sites excavated by the ASV. Unfortunately, there are biases in the sample, the most obvious 
being due to differences in vessel size. The smaller Dan River jars have a greater probability of 
being represented as complete vessels than the large Uwharrie jars and are therefore favored in 
the sample. This affected my analyses especially when recording sooting on bases since I had so 
few Uwharrie jars with bases. Despite these biases, the sample was still sufficient, and I was able 
to gather the data necessary to draw conclusions regarding vessel form, vessel size, and 
assemblage diversity. 
The vessels and vessel fragments in the sample come from a variety of contexts, 
including middens, probable storage pits, and burials. The majority of the vessels and fragments 
I analyzed were from probable storage pits; however, at least two of the whole vessels were from 
a single burial located at the Sharp site (31Rk12). Some of the details about burials at certain 
sites, like the burials at the Box Plant site (44Hr2), are ambiguous (Davis et al. 1997d:17). Some 
pieces of pottery in the collection are lacking a detailed site provenience such as those from the 
Belmont site (Davis et al. 1997c:34). Unfortunately, there are also at least two complete Dan 
River vessels (Figure 3.1) that are not part of the vessel collection housed at UNC’s RLA and, 
therefore, not included in my analyses. The two jars in Figure 3.1 are from the Box Plant site; 
however, they were kept by the excavators, along with other vessels, so I was unable to include 
them in my sample (R. P. Stephen Davis Jr., personal communication, October 6, 2020). 
The sites included in my sample are Belmont (44Hr3), Box Plant (44Hr2), Dallas Hylton 
(44Hr20), Forbush Creek (31Yd1), Gravely (44Hr29), Hairston (31Sk1), Leatherwood Creek 
(44Hr1), Lower Saratown (31Rk1), Philpott (44Hr4), Powerplant (31Rk5), Sharp (31Rk12), 
31Rw17, and Stockton (44Hr35) (see Figure 1.2). The list of sites as well as the counts by site 
for the series represented at each can be found in Table 3.1. Radiocarbon dates from these sites  
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Figure 3.1: Reconstructed Dan River Net Impressed jars from Burial 2 at the Box Plant site 
(from Davis et al. 1997d, Figure 7). 
 
are published in Jane Eastman’s (1994a, 1994b) radiocarbon-date study of North Carolina. The 
dates represented from these sites span both the early through late Uwharrie and Dan River 
phases (Eastman 1994a, 1994b; Ward et al. 1993). Site 31Rw17, the Belmont site, and the Sharp 
site were the only sites in my sample that were not part of Eastman’s study.  
Rimsherds and partially reconstructed vessel sections from these sites that were large and 
complete enough to determine rim diameter and have an ample vessel profile drawn were given 
individual vessel numbers and specimen numbers when cataloged and placed into curation at 
UNC. The classification numbers that were assigned to the vessels and vessel sections from the 
Siouan Project excavations aided me in locating and identifying specimens that fit the criteria 
needed to create my sample. For this thesis, a sample of 73 vessel sections and complete vessels 
were selected for analysis because they had measurable rim diameters as well as other diagnostic 
features (Table 3.2). I only analyzed jars with measurable rim diameters and complete or nearly 
complete jar profiles because those were the only jars that could provide me with the diagnostic 
features and data necessary to answer my research questions. I will hereafter refer to these jars as 
complete and nearly complete. For Dan River jars, I defined nearly complete jars as vessel 
sections that consisted of a rim down through the neck to the shoulder and beyond. For straight- 
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                                Table 3.1: Vessels Contained in the Research Sample. 
 
 
walled Uwharrie jars, I defined a nearly complete vessel as extending no less than one-third of 
the height as predicted by a regression analysis of heights (from complete vessels) versus rim 
diameters. Fragments fitting these criteria consist of enough of the vessel body for me to estimate 
jar height and build a model. Only complete jars or nearly complete fragments with measurable 
rim diameters and estimated heights measuring above 9 cm were included in my sample. 
Anything below 9 cm was believed too small to be used for cooking. 
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                  Table 3.2: Counts of Jars by Series. 
 
 
There are considerably more Dan River than Uwharrie vessels in my sample (Table 3.2). 
This may suggest that Dan River wares preserve better than Uwharrie, or it may simply be a 
matter of differential sampling due to the investigation of more Dan River than Uwharrie sites. It 
could also be because Uwharrie vessels are larger, on average, and tended to be more fragmented 
than Dan River pots and therefore lacking measurable characteristics, resulting in their omission 
from my sample. There are a fair number of Uwharrie bases and large rim fragments but only 
three complete Uwharrie jars in the sample (21% of total Uwharrie jars). However, there are 15 
complete Dan River jars in the sample (25% of total Dan River jars). The differing levels of 
preservation between the two series may be the result of function, modes of use, construction, 
and/or strength (David 1972).  
The Uwharrie and Dan River vessels in my sample are low-fired earthenwares produced 
using a coiling method. Coiling is a pottery manufacturing technique by which clay is rolled out 
into coils of uniform thickness; then, one coil is spiraled to form a base while the other coils are 
consecutively spiraled around the circumference of the base, one on top of the other, to create the 
wall of the vessel. This manufacturing technique can be recognized via breaks along the coils on 
pottery fragments, also known as sherds, or through the visible and tactile detection of the bumps 
of coils on the interior or exterior walls of a vessel (Rye 1981:67). The jars in my sample that I 
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identified as Uwharrie were crushed quartz or sand-tempered, tall, deep, conical-based vessels 
with straight, thick walls (8-10 mm) that tended to get thicker near their bases and had 
characteristic scraping on their interior and, often, exterior surfaces (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). The 
jars I identified as Dan River in my sample were sand tempered, short, thinner-walled (6-8 mm) 
with constricted necks, and defined shoulders rather than tall, straight walls (Figure 2.5). 
Evidence of thinning can be seen on the interior walls of Dan River vessels. This evidence 
consists of parallel lines left behind from a scraping tool that were not subsequently smoothed 
(Davis et al. 1997a, 1997c, 1997d, 1997e, 1998b). These scraping marks are different from the 
characteristic scrape marks found on the interiors of Uwharrie vessels which are much less 
uniform. 
Reconstructing Vessel Shapes 
 
I began the 3D modeling process by using a rim-diameter measurement template to 
determine the rim diameter of each vessel and sliding calipers to determine the vessels’ wall 
thicknesses. Following those measurements, I used a pantograph to draw a rim profile for the 
whole and nearly complete jars in my sample that did not already have rim profiles. Rim profiles 
for some of the vessels and vessel fragments in my research sample had already been drawn by 
previous researchers. I double-checked these pre-existing profile drawings to make sure they 
were accurate and re-drew ones that were inaccurate. Then I scanned and uploaded the rim 
profile drawings of the jars and fragments, which I used as a template from which to build my 
3D models.  
I modeled the complete vessels first in DesignCAD 3D MAX. I began by uploading the 
rim profile drawings into the software and tracing them. Then I drew a horizontal line starting at 
the exterior edge of the rim, the lip, that extended the length of the vessel radius, and then I drew 
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a vertical line down from the end of that radius line to the interior surface of the base. Next, I 
spun the interior vessel profile line about the vertical line to create a wire-frame model of the jar 
which I then rendered as a solid object. The 3D models I built represent the interiors of the jars 
because I built the models to calculate jar volumes (Figures A.1- A.17). Once the 3D models 
were created, the software was able to calculate the volume of each jar. 
After modeling and calculating the volume for all of the complete jars I had from each 
series, I created a linear regression in Microsoft Excel using rim diameter as the independent, or 
explanatory, variable and height as the dependent variable, allowing me to create a model for 
estimating one variable from the other for each series separately (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). I also 
calculated the coefficient of determination (r2) using a line of best fit applied to the regression 
analysis for the complete Uwharrie jars (r2=0.96) and complete Dan River jars (r2=0.76). These 
r-squared values indicate that there is a fairly strong correlation for both series. Knowing this, I 
used the values obtained from the linear regression model of complete vessels to generate 
predicted values of height from the rim diameters of the nearly complete vessels. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Linear regression of height against rim diameter for complete Uwharrie jars. 
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Figure 3.3: Linear regression of height against rim diameter for complete Dan River jars. 
 
I used the predicted heights I obtained using the regression analysis method detailed 
above to build 3D models of the nearly complete jars in my sample. A nearly complete Dan 
River jar consisted of a rim profile that extended at least 10 cm past the shoulder of the jar or at 
least half the length of the jar’s predicted height and usually curved inward toward the center of 
the vessel. In the 3D modeling software, similar to how I modeled complete jars, I drew a 
horizontal line starting at the exterior edge of the rim that extended the length of the vessel 
radius, and then I drew a vertical line down from the end of that radius line to the point where the 
predicted interior surface of the base of the vessel should be. Next, I drew a line following the 
curve of the existing interior rim profile line down to the estimated base of the vessel. I ensured 
the curve was gradual and not too sharp. 
I followed the same steps to model the nearly complete Uwharrie vessels using estimated 
heights from a regression analysis of the diameters of complete Uwharrie jars against the heights 
of complete Uwharrie jars (Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.4: A predicted profile for a nearly complete Uwharrie jar created by applying the 
estimated jar height to the existing rim profile drawing and following the curvature of the jar 
profile down to the predicted base (left). A completed 3D model of the jar profile to the right. 
Not to scale. 
 
When I attempted to build models using these predicted heights of Uwharrie jars, I found that, 
because my sample of complete Uwharrie vessels was so small the regression line did not 
provide me with plausible predicted heights for some of the nearly complete jars as compared to 
the few complete Uwharrie jars in the sample. The predicted heights of these jars did not look 
accurate when compared to their jar profiles. So, to build 3D models of these nearly complete 
Uwharrie jars in the 3D modeling software I followed the curve of the interior rim profile line 
down to a height that looked accurate compared to the heights of the complete Uwharrie vessels 
in the assemblage. Once I built the 3D models of these nearly complete jars, I used the 3D 
modeling software to calculate their volumes. 
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I determined the degree of constriction of the neck, or lack thereof, on Uwharrie and Dan 
River jars in my sample by using a constriction index. The constriction index is the ratio of the 
rim diameter of the jar to its smallest diameter at the neck. If there is no neck, then the ratio is 1.0 
because the rim diameter is the smallest constriction point of the vessel as well as its largest 
diameter. I define the neck as the narrowest portion of the vessel, below the rim, where it 
constricts inward before expanding back out toward the shoulder of the vessel. Lastly, I 
organized scaled images of the 3D models by series to visually determine general trends in shape 
and see if certain aspects became more or less pronounced over time (Figures A.1 and A.2). This 
allowed me to focus on certain parts of the body over time such as shoulders and walls to 




One of the most important vessel forms considered in studies of ceramics and cooking is 
the jar. I differentiated between bowls and jars by defining jars as vessels with orifice diameter-
to-height ratios equaling less than one. The orifice diameter-to-height ratio of bowls is greater 
than or equal to one. I used George Birkhoff’s 1933 piece, Aesthetic Measure, to define the jar 
forms in my sample (Figure 3.5).  
 
Figure 3.5. From left to right: Unconstricted Conical jar form, Constricted Conical jar form, and 
Constricted Rounded jar form. 
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The Unconstricted Conical Jar form is characterized by a conical body, relatively 
straight walls, an orifice diameter that is close to the maximum diameter of the vessel, and 
a relatively straight rim. The Constricted Conical Jar form is characterized by a conical body, 
constricted neck, and flaring or straight rim. The Constricted Rounded Jar form is characterized 
by a round body, constricted neck, and flaring or straight rim. 
Unconstricted means the maximum diameter is at the vessel lip (Shepard 1956:228). 
Constricted means the minimum diameter of the vessel is below the lip following a narrowing 
and re-expansion of the vessel walls. All but one of the Uwharrie jars in my sample are the 
unconstricted conical jar form. Most of the Dan River jars in the sample are constricted conical 
in form but there are a few constricted rounded vessels (Table 3.3). The Dan River jars are 
constricted because they have necks that keep the interior contents of the jar from slopping out 
and aid in pouring and possibly suspension (Hally 1986:280; Shepard 1956:228). 
The key areas and landmarks of jars that I examine throughout my analyses are the rim, 
neck, shoulder, mid-profile, and base (see Figures 3.6 and 3.7). Each of these jar features is 
important to the study of vessel function. The rim, or mouth of the vessel, is important because 
its diameter is measured when determining the size of a vessel. The rims of Uwharrie jars are 
 
                                  Table 3.3: Counts of Jar Forms. 
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typically straight but some rims in my sample are inverted. The rims on Dan River jars are 
typically everted but some rims in my sample are inverted. An everted/flaring rim is a rim that 
angles outward while an inverted rim angles inward toward the center of the vessel and a straight 
rim is vertical with no curvature. The lip is located at the very top of the rim. A neck only occurs 
on constricted jar forms below the rim and is the narrowest portion of the vessel where it 
constricts inward before expanding back out into the shoulder of the vessel. The vessel wall must 
flare out both above and below the constriction for it to be considered a neck. Shoulders are also 
only located on constricted jar forms and are located at the vessel’s point of maximum diameter 
other than the lip of the rim. The mid-profile region depends on the vessel form. For constricted 
vessels, the mid-profile region begins at the base of the neck and extends down to the beginning 
of the base (Figure 3.6). For unconstructed vessels, the mid-profile region varies based on the 
height of the vessel but consists of the middle two-thirds of the vessel. Finally, the base is the 





Figure 3.6: Profile of unconstricted jar form with labeled features. 
 
               




Identifying Purposeful Properties of Cooking Vessels 
 
Ethnographic work has shown that vessel shape and construction are key for the intended 
use of vessels, especially regarding cooking practices, meaning potters build vessels with their 
intended function(s) in mind (Briggs 2016; Hally 1986; Smith 1988). For example, potters make 
conscious choices to use specific inclusions when tempering clay to provide vessels with desired 
thermal properties. The microstructures of their clay bodies and temper, the key components 
being their grains and pores, give them these thermal properties. Most vessels in the 
archaeological record are composed of crystalline materials that have varying thermal expansion 
coefficients, which are the rates at which the various materials within the vessel body expand 
when heated (Rice 2015). Porosity is a major determinant of thermal conductivity. A material 
with closed pores will transmit heat more slowly so it will be a good insulator but a poor 
conductor. Vessels with large open pores that allow hot gases to pass through easily are better 
thermal conductors but poor insulators. Porous, low-fired earthenware vessels, like Uwharrie and 
Dan River jars, will therefore have better thermal conductivity than dense nonporous vessels, 
making them advantageous for cooking.  
Thermal shock results from differences in the thermal expansion that causes stress on the 
body of the vessel. When the stresses outweigh the strength of the clay body, fracturing or 
shattering occurs. Thermal shock resistance is an important aspect of a vessel that is going to be 
used for cooking because it prevents the vessel from fracturing if it is heated or cooled rapidly. 
Vessel shape, temper/inclusions, and thickness all play a part in thermal shock resistance (Rye 
1981:26-27; Steponaitis 1983:38-45). Thin vessel walls are more resistant to thermal shock and 
allow liquids to convert to steam rapidly, which avoids the buildup of steam in the body. 
Additionally, the thermal gradients that cause cracking are minimized through uniform wall 
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thickness and the absence of sharp angles (Rye 1981:27). Therefore, many cooking pots have 
rounded bottoms and smooth body contours (Rice 2015; Sassaman 1993). Vessels with rounded 
bottoms and sloping lower walls allow for greater airflow to the cooking fire than do flat-
bottomed vessels. This results in more complete fuel combustion and yields more heat. Conoidal 
jars, like Uwharrie wares, require supports to sit upright in fires during cooking use; otherwise, 
suspension is necessary to keep the jars upright (Boudreaux 2010:19; Briggs 2017). I observed 
and recorded wall thickness for the vessels in my sample using sliding calipers and base shape by 
creating models of the complete jars in my sample as I mentioned earlier. 
Constricted orifices allow for reduced spilling, less evaporation of liquid contents, and 
greater heat retention, making them favorable characteristics for cooking vessels (Hally 
1986:280; Henrickson and McDonald 1983:631). Constriction of parts of the vessel body, 
especially around the orifice, is important in functional analyses for identifying the existence of a 
neck, which affects a vessel’s containment security and ease of access, as well as its heat 
retention. The degree to which orifice size affects heat loss is expressed by the ratio of orifice 
area to vessel capacity. The smaller the ratio is the greater the reduction of heat loss for a vessel 
of any size (Hally 1986:280). Covering a vessel’s orifice will further heat retention and reduce 
evaporation.  
Orifice and neck constriction also correlate with the frequency of access which, 
combined with the relative height of the vessel, affects its degree of containment security. The 
degree of neck constriction can be examined alongside use-wear locations on the exteriors of 
vessels to determine if the vessels were suspended over fire by their necks for cooking (Hally 
1986:279). A vessel’s frequency of access is related to the size of the vessel’s orifice and neck (if 
it has one), and how often access to the vessel’s contents is needed during use. Containment 
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security is the need for a vessel to keep its contents within its walls during use. Potters build 
vessels with containment security and frequency of access in mind. A vessel with a low 
frequency of access and a high degree of containment security was most likely created to be used 
as a storage vessel. A vessel with a high frequency of access and high containment security was 
probably created to be used as a cooking vessel. Finally, a vessel with a high frequency of access 
but low containment security was most likely built to be used as a serving vessel. Thus, cooking 
vessels typically have wide orifices and moderate heights, storage vessels have constricted 
orifices and moderate heights, and serving vessels have very wide orifices but shallow heights 
(Braun 1983; Hally 1986; Shepard 1956). I recorded the heights and orifice diameters of all of 
the jars and jar fragments in my sample to determine which of these levels of access and 
containment security applied to each vessel series generally.  
These characteristics of containment security and frequency of access are useful 
indicators of vessel function and aided in my determining the function of vessels in my sample. 
For the aforementioned reasons, analyzing the base and body shapes of the vessels in my sample, 
as well as their temper and use-wear evidence, is important to answering my research questions 
concerning vessel use for cooking. Additionally, temper, construction method, shape, and size 
are all aspects that can be affected by communities of practice. Potters may train their 
apprentices to use specific combinations of temper inclusions and these mixtures combined with 
other ceramic characteristics, like shape, can be identified as characteristics of a regional 
community of potters and their specific tradition of pottery manufacture. 
Ethnographic and archaeological studies have shown that vessel size is also important to 
the use of a vessel (Braun 1980:183; Hally 1983:52). Vessels that are built for cooking must 
have enough volume to hold contents yet be small enough to be propped up or suspended. 
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Suspension is used in cooking to bring vessel contents to a slow, even, and typically prolonged 
boil. Cooking vessels cannot sustain direct heat for long periods without cracking which is why 
suspension or elevation on props is necessary in some cases. Suspension holes are created pre- or 
post-firing and then cordage is woven through the suspension holes so that the vessel may be 
suspended over a fire for cooking or over hot coals for radiant-heat cooking. The observation of 
suspension holes in combination with use-wear analyses can aid in the identification of cooking 
vessels as well as the type(s) of cooking the vessels were used for. 
Mend holes, which look similar to suspension holes, are another post-firing vessel 
modification associated with vessel function that I observed and recorded during my analyses. 
Mend holes are holes drilled on either side of a crack in which a string is tied to pull either side 
of the crack towards the other to keep it from spreading and growing bigger. Both suspension 
and mend holes are visible on vessels in my sample. Lastly, another vessel attribute that can 
assist in the identification of vessel function is the presence of handles, like those Rachel Briggs 
analyzed during her Ph.D. research on the Mississippian standard jar, which can also be used to 
suspend a vessel (Briggs 2017). I recorded the presence of loop handles on some jars in my 
sample, but due to their very small size (around 0.5-1.0 cm), they appeared to be decorative and 




My analyses of use-wear, specifically thermal alterations, are based largely on Hally 
(1986) and Skibo (1992). Cooking procedures rely heavily on the use of ceramic vessels to 
process various foods and ingredients. Vessels are also necessary to serve and store foods. Use- 
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Figure 3.8: Handle on a Dan River jar, Vessel 49, from the Dallas Hylton site (see Figure ID #50 
in Table A.1 and Figure A.14). 
 
 
wear is an especially important aspect archaeologists search for to detect and determine vessel 
use, particularly for vessels that are predicted to be used for food processing and cooking 
(Roffet-Salque et al. 2016). Experimental archaeology and ethnographic accounts aid in 
determining what different forms of use-wear are evidence of (Briggs 2017; Skibo 1992).  
I determined the location and degree of sooting and carbonization, or lack thereof, on 
Uwharrie and Dan River jars to determine how they functioned, or did not function, as cooking 
vessels. I differentiated between smudging, fire clouding, and carbonization which can occur 
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during vessel production, based on the patterning of the patches. Smudging tends to evenly cover 
an entire surface, while fire clouding is random and carbon from use-wear is more uniform in 
pattern(s) and size(s) (i.e., rings rather than splotches) (Rye 1981:120-121; Skibo 2014:192). I 
recorded these observations to determine if there were any patterns by series or changes over 
time. Six vessel fragments were modeled but not analyzed for use-wear because I had drawings 
of their profiles but could not locate the physical vessel fragments in UNC’s collections. To 
expand my sample, I also analyzed a few base fragments for which I was unable to build models 
due to their not having rim diameters. The base is an essential piece when examining a vessel for 
signs of cooking use-wear because when cooking, food may become adhered to the surface of 
the interior base and leave behind carbonization. This can occur during both wet and dry modes 
of cooking which I will detail later. Additionally, when vessels are suspended over a fire for 
cooking, sooting typically occurs on the exterior surface of the base where the resin-filled vapors 
reach the vessel surface (Hally 1983:10). 
David Hally and James Skibo have recorded extensive experimental and ethnographic 
accounts of ceramic cooking vessels and their uses. Hally studied Barnett phase (AD 1450-1600) 
vessels from northwest Georgia using ethnographic accounts and performed experimental 
archaeology to determine vessel function and identify its associated use-wear (Hally 1986, 
1983). He focused primarily on exterior carbonization which he calls sooting. Skibo worked 
among the Kalinga of the Philippines, studying use-wear on the surfaces of their cooking vessels. 
He performed experimental archaeology to determine the kinds of use-wear that specific cooking 
activities created. From that, he developed a method and theory based on three use-wear traces: 
attrition, residue, and sooting/carbonization (Skibo 1992, 2014). He later wrote a manual (Skibo 
2013) for researchers to refer to when performing use-wear analyses of pottery. I used this 
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manual, supplemented with Hally’s works, to perform use-wear analyses on the jars in my 
sample.  
Analyses of sooting are one of the most prevalent studies archaeologists perform to 
determine vessel function (Hally 1983, 1986; Henrickson and McDonald 1983; Skibo 2014, 
1992). Hally found that sooting occurs on a vessel’s exterior where the body comes into contact 
with smoke, meaning sooting is tied to a vessel’s use over and/or in fire (Hally 1983:10). The 
location and degree of sooting can be identified and correlated with various modes of cooking, 
such as direct-heat cooking by placing the jar into the fire, cooking over hot coals, and cooking 
over a fire (Briggs 2017:167-202; Miller 2015; Skibo 2014). Sooting patterns vary due to 
multiple factors, including fuel type, the distance of the vessel from the fire, hearth arrangement, 
fire temperature, and cooking style. Soot builds up on the exterior surface of vessels as a by-
product of fuel combustion which produces carbon; then, a resin covers that carbon and seals it 
onto the vessel surface so that it cannot be washed off. So, the presence of sooting on the exterior 
center of vessel bases indicates that that part of the vessel was not in direct contact with the fire 
during cooking (Skibo 1992:154–162).  
If a vessel is placed in a fire during its use for cooking, then the resin seals the carbon 
onto the vessel surface above the hot flame, usually around the rim of the vessel. The location of 
sooting on a vessel placed in a fire depends on the height of the vessel, how tall the fire was built 
up around the vessel, and what kind of supports were used to prop the vessel up (Hally 1983:7-
8). If propped up on supports, the level of carbon deposition depends on the height of the vessel 
above the flame. If the vessel is propped so that it is still sitting within the fire, then carbon will 
not form on its exterior base because the heat is too high and burns it off. However, it can form 
around the walls and rim where the smoke reaches and the flame does not burn it away. If the 
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vessel is propped above the flame then carbon will be deposited on the base and other areas 
where the smoke reaches. Vessels placed in fires with no supports will have no sooting on their 
bases because the air was not able to reach the surface of the vessel and therefore the carbon 
from the smoke could not become trapped under the resin on the vessel’s surface.  
The level and deposition patterns of sooting during cooking over a fire depend on the 
contents of the vessel as well as the distance between the flame and the vessel base (Skibo 
2013:92). If there is liquid in the vessel, it will affect the temperature of the ceramic surface 
during use for cooking and keep it cool enough in some places for soot to be deposited. Pots used 
for boiling may have soot on their bases while pots used for roasting, where there is no water, or 
instances in which the water is boiled off there may be no sooting on the base. If there is space 
between the flame and the base, the sooting will be directly on the base. If the flame touches the 
base, the sooting will be around the exterior base of the vessel but not directly on the center of 
the base where the flames touched and were hot enough to burn off the carbon soot (Skibo 
2014:191). However, radiant-heat cooking over coals does not leave behind sooting because 
there is no flame or smoke to deposit carbon (Briggs 2017:138). By determining the location of 
sooting on a vessel and understanding and recognizing which modes of cooking leave behind 
which patterns of sooting, archaeologists can further narrow down the function of a vessel.  
Briggs (2017) analyzed Mississippian standard jars from the Moundville site and found 
that they lacked sooting and presumed this was because they were used for radiant-heat cooking 
over coals. She argued that these jars were shaped to be optimal for radiant-heat cooking, 
specifically to prepare hominy. Briggs performed experiments with replica Mississippian 
standard jars to determine how these jars could be used to prepare hominy. She discovered that 
radiant-heat cooking via suspension over hot coals, rather than being placed in the fire for direct-
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heat cooking, was a more efficient way to process maize. Because maize must be boiled for a 
prolonged amount of time, direct-heat cooking is not the most suitable method as it could crack 
the vessel. Additionally, a small to medium rounded-based jar, like some of the Dan River jars in 
my collection, is better suited for lengthy maize processing than a large, deep jar, like the 
Uwharrie jars. This is because the larger jars take longer to reach a full boil and require more 
fuel to maintain a boil than the smaller ones (Briggs 2017:189-202). 
While sooting can inform researchers about how the vessel was used with fire, another 
thermal alteration, interior carbonization, provides insight into the treatment of the vessel’s 
contents. Exterior sooting only results from contact with smoke, while interior carbonization 
develops from food charring onto the vessel’s interior surface (Figure 3.9) (Miller 2015:172; 
Rice 2015:233; Skibo 1992:42, 2013:162). Carbonization patterns and locations help  
 
 
Figure 3.9: Interior carbonization on the base of a Dan River jar, Vessel 10, from the Gravely site 
(44Hr29) (see Figure ID #56 in Table A.1 and Figure A.15). 
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archaeologists determine what modes of cooking specific vessels were used for and what dishes 
they were used to create (Miller 2015). When vessels are used to boil foods, interior 
carbonization rings are left above the water level where the temperature of the vessel walls 
increased, allowing food particles and fats that had floated to the top to become charred against 
or within the vessel walls (Miller 2015:174, 180; Skibo 2013:63). However, these interior 
patterns vary based on the type of food, cooking style, the temperature of the fire, and the 
temperature of the vessel’s surface (Hally 1983). 
Skibo observed two styles of cooking during his ethnographic research: wet and dry 
mode. Wet-mode cooking involves heating food with water, such as through boiling or stewing. 
Nuts and maize typically require this mode to be processed. Vessels that are used for wet-mode 
cooking over an open fire result in a distinct pattern: a carbonization ring. If the contents of the 
vessel were not stirred regularly during wet-mode cooking, then the heavier food particles sank 
to the bottom and adhered to the interior surface of the vessel’s base, leaving behind 
carbonization patches. As I mentioned earlier, particles that floated typically became adhered to 
the interior surface of the vessel at the waterline and left behind a ring of carbonization where the 
liquid level ended, usually somewhere below the neck/shoulder if the vessel has one. 
Alternatively, dry-mode cooking is the heating of foods without the use of water, such as 
roasting, which results in carbonization anywhere food comes into contact with the vessel 
surface because the water is not there to keep the vessel surface from getting too hot and burning. 
Typically, this results in splotches of carbon all over the interior surface of the vessel (Miller 
2015:174; Skibo 2014:191-192).  
Carbonization and sooting patterns can provide evidence about how a vessel was used but 
chemical analyses of absorbed and encrusted residues are required to determine the jar’s organic 
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contents. Encrustations can contain phytoliths and/or starch grains which can be valuable when 
looking for remains of maize, which is difficult to recognize with chemical analyses alone 
(Briggs 2017:87; Reber and Evershed 2004). In analyzing, the vessels in my sample, I made a 
detailed record of use-wear, specifically carbon evidence and its locations. This allowed me to 
determine what cooking methods for which the jars may have been employed. Also, I could 
observe similarities and differences in jar use between the Uwharrie and Dan River phases. 
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CHAPTER 4: LATE WOODLAND COOKING JARS IN THE NORTH CAROLINA-
VIRGINIA PIEDMONT 
 
Archaeologists study and determine vessel function and use in a variety of ways, the two 
most common being analyses of use-wear and analyses of vessel form and shape (Hally 1983; 
Henrickson and McDonald 1983; Steponaitis 1983). I adopted a holistic approach to analyzing 
Uwharrie and Dan River vessels for evidence of cooking and food processing. I have already 
outlined studies of ceramics and consumption in other parts of the Southeast, and I have 
summarized the paleoethnobotanical remains from the sites included in my sample. Additionally, 
I have detailed the ethnographic accounts and experimental archaeology concerning pottery’s use 
for cooking. In this chapter, I will combine all of this research with measurements and analyses 
of the jars in my sample to determine the uses of Late Woodland cooking jars in the North 
Carolina Piedmont. 
Uwharrie Cooking Jars 
 
The majority of Uwharrie jars in my sample are net impressed but a few were cord 
marked. Additionally, the majority had scraping on the interior walls which is a characteristic 
feature of Uwharrie wares. This scraping occurred during production and not use of these 
vessels. These jars have large, unconstricted orifices which allow them to have a high frequency 
of access but low containment security. The large orifices would also allow heat to escape 
rapidly unless a cover was placed over the jar to retain heat and limit evaporation.  
Unfortunately, the Uwharrie shape, size, and use-wear patterns do not appear quite as 
striking due to the small sample size and sampling bias toward smaller vessels that have a better 
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chance of being represented by measurable rimsherds. The rim diameters of Uwharrie jars in my 
sample ranged from around 12 cm to up to around 45 cm. However, the majority of Uwharrie 
jars in the sample have rim diameters between 28 and 35 cm (Figure 4.1). These jars are also 
very tall which most likely affected their heat distribution and suspension feasibility.  
 
 
Figure 4.1: Bar graph of Uwharrie jar rim diameters. 
 
The Uwharrie jars in my sample ranged from 12 cm in height up to 60 cm. However, the 
majority of Uwharrie jars in the sample measured to around 35 to 42 cm in height (Figure 4.2). 
The height of these vessels, combined with their conical bases, would have led to the transferral 
of heat primarily through the walls rather than the base. This means heat is mainly distributed to 
contents in the mid-profile region of the jars while the lower portion receives marginal heat 
(Briggs 2017:131). Due to the height of these vessels and their lack of handles and defined 
necks, their feasibility for suspension is low. The discussion of use-wear later in this chapter will 
detail the lack of evidence for suspension on the Uwharrie jars in my sample. Additionally, the 
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Figure 4.2: Bar graph of Uwharrie jar heights. 
 
conical base also suggests use in a fire rather than suspension over a fire because in ethnographic 
accounts conical vessels are typically used in fires and held up by supports. 
Along with the large orifices and tall heights of Uwharrie jars, they also have large 
volumes. Volume is extremely important to a jar’s use, especially for cooking, because it 
determines how much a vessel can hold and, therefore, affects how much can be 
cooked/produced in that jar at once. The large sizes and tall heights that define the volumes of 
Uwharrie jars led to the potential for larger quantities of contents to be heated. Jar volume also 
affects heat distribution and suspension feasibility just as height does. The Uwharrie jars in my 
sample range in volume from less than one liter to up to 71 liters. However, as one can see the 
71-liter jar is an outlier as compared to the other vessels (Figure 4.3).  
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Figure 4.3: Bar graph of Uwharrie jar volumes. 
 
The lack of neck constriction on Uwharrie jars allows for a high frequency of access 
which is favorable for cooking vessels. Most Uwharrie jars I measured had a constriction index 
ratio (rim diameter:smallest diameter) of 1.0, meaning they had no constriction. There are a few 
jars in my sample with some constriction but nothing that I defined as having a distinct neck. 
Uwharrie vessels are moderately thick and tend to get thicker closer to the base. The jars in my 
sample measured around 8 to 12 mm in wall thickness at their mid-profiles getting thicker closer 
to the base (Figure 4.4). Additionally, the majority of Uwharrie jars in my sample were tempered 
with quartz and sand. The wall thickness of the jars, in addition to the features I have discussed 
above, also contributes to their thermal properties and would slow heat transferral but increase 
heat retention. This would make the contents of the jars take longer to reach a boil but would 
allow the contents to remain heated for some time. 
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Figure 4.4: Bar graph of Uwharrie jar wall thicknesses. 
 
Use-wear, in addition to shape, is arguably one of the most important aspects to consider 
when determining the use of a vessel. Dark, lustrous splotches or rings of black on the interior 
walls of the Uwharrie jars in my sample signified carbonization, while sooting appeared as black 
clouding or rings on the exterior surface of the jars (Hally 1983:7-10). Nine of the 14 Uwharrie 
jars analyzed in this sample had exterior sooting, three had interior carbonization, and one jar 
had both interior carbonization and exterior sooting. Of the Uwharrie jars that had exterior 
sooting, most of the carbon was concentrated around their rims and mid-bodies (Table 4.1). This 
signals that these jars were placed in fires for cooking. Only one of the four complete Uwharrie 
jars had exterior sooting on the base. It also was the smallest Uwharrie jar in the sample, with a 
rim diameter of 12 cm and a height of 10 cm, and the sooting most likely resulted from being 
placed on supports over the fire (Boudreaux 2010:11-15). The interior carbonization was located 
around the interior surface of the rims on two of the jars and at mid-body on one. These interior 
carbon rings may indicate where the liquid level was during wet-mode cooking. 
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                                   Table 4.1: Counts of Locations of Use-wear Evidence  
                                   on Individual Uwharrie Jars in the Sample.1 
 
1 Percentages of rim and mid-profile are out of total Uwharrie jars in the sample (n=14). Percentages of bases 
are out of a sample of (n=4) because there were only 4 complete jars. 
 
In summary, Uwharrie jars are generally large, conical, and quartz tempered with a mid-
profile wall thickness of around 8 mm. Their interiors have characteristic scraping and the 
exteriors are net impressed or cord marked. The jar orifices are unconstricted and measure 
around 28 cm. Additionally, the jars are deep with heights of around 40 to 44 cm and volumes of 
around 25 to 30 cm liters. They generally have evidence of sooting within the mid-profile region, 
signifying use in a fire.   
 
Dan River Cooking Jars 
 
The majority of Dan River cooking jars in my sample were net impressed and were 
medium in size with constricted necks. The rim diameters of the Dan River jars ranged from 
around 10 cm up to 32 cm (Figure 4.5). This means the jars had a decent degree of frequency of 
access and containment security. The jars range in height from around 10 cm to around 40 
(Figure 4.6). The volumes of the Dan River vessels in my sample range from around two liters 












Figure 4.7: Bar graph of Dan River jar volumes. 
 
These heights and volumes would have allowed for the jar’s contents to come to a boil 
relatively quickly as there was not too much distance or volume for the heat to disperse through 
to reach the entirety of the jar’s contents. Additionally, the shorter and more rounded-based Dan 
River jars would have allowed for more even heat dispersal due to the increased surface area. 
Most of the jars in the sample have constricted necks and well-defined shoulders that tend to be 
slightly wider in diameter than the vessel’s orifice. However, the neck constrictions are not much 
narrower than the orifice diameters of the vessels, as indicated by the low constriction index ratio 
values of around 1.1 to 1.2. There were a few Dan River jars with straight walls and no neck 
constriction, but most came from the Dallas Hylton site. This could be a result of the pottery at 
Dallas Hylton being from early in the Dan River phase or possibly indicate they are associated 
with the Uwharrie occupation there. Through measurements of the distance from the rim down to 
the base of the neck and ratios of this distance to the total height of the vessel body, I found that 
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the necks of the Dan River jars are short, typically making up less than one-third of the total 
height of the vessel’s body.  
Dan River jars are predominantly tempered with sand, and vessel walls are fairly thin. 
The Dan River jars in my sample range from 6 to 8 mm in wall thickness at their mid-profiles 
and are relatively the same wall thickness throughout the profile (Figure 4.8). The sand 
tempering of these jars, paired with their thin walls, also would have contributed to their thermal 
properties allowing them to be heated rapidly, which could be beneficial for certain forms of 
cooking. Some Dan River vessels in my sample have signs of interior scraping when the walls 
were thinned, before firing. This interior scraping is noticeably different than the characteristic 
scraping on Uwharrie vessels due to the lack of uniformity. Over half of the Dan River vessels in 
my sample had interior carbonization and/or exterior sooting, and a few had these organic 
residues on both surfaces (Table 4.2). 
 
 
Figure 4.8: Bar graph of Dan River jar wall thicknesses. 
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      Table 4.2: Counts of Locations of Use-wear Evidence on  
                              Individual Dan River Jars in the Sample.2 
 
2 Three of the four Dan River jars with sooting on their bases were small to medium in size with round, squat 
bodies, and sharper shoulders than most jars in the sample. These are the only jars in the sample with 
suspension holes and are also the few plain or burnished jars in the sample. I categorized these jars into the 
constricted rounded jar form. Above I described each of the four vessels with base sooting in greater detail. 
Percentages of rim and mid-profile are out of the total number of analyzed Dan River jars in the sample (n = 
53). Percentages of bases are out of a sample of (n= 15) because there were only 15 complete jars. There were 




Forty-nine of the 53 Dan River jars analyzed for use-wear had exterior sooting, 33 had 
interior carbonization, and 33 had both. Very few vessels lacked interior or exterior use-wear, 
and the most common location of use-wear overall was in or around the jars’ shoulders. The 
majority of exterior use-wear was visible as rings or patches of carbon around the shoulders of 
the vessels or between the shoulders and rims, which signifies they were placed in fires during 
cooking. Only four of the 15 complete jars had exterior sooting on their bases:  
 
 Belmont site, 44Hr3 Vessel 74.  This vessel is a small, plain, round jar with two pairs of 
suspension holes on either side and a circular ring of sooting around the center of the base 
(like a balding man’s head). Additionally, there is a carbon ring on the interior around a 
heat spall near the base (see Figure ID #19 in Table A.1 and Figure A.7). 
 
 Dallas Hylton site, 44Hr16 Vessel 51.  This vessel is a small, plain, round jar with two 
pairs of suspension holes on either side and a circular ring of sooting around the center of 
the base (like a balding man’s head). There is also exterior sooting above the shoulder of 
the jar. At the base-shoulder juncture, there is carbonization on the interior (Figures 4.9 
and 4.10) (see Figure ID #52 in Table A.1 and Figure A.14). 
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Stockton site, 44Hr35 Vessel 36.  Pictured in Figure 4.9 and 4.10 this is a small, 
burnished, rounded jar with a single suspension hole on each side. This jar has sooting 
directly on the center of the base unlike the other two. There is also exterior sooting 
above the shoulder and interior carbonization on the base (see Figure ID #72 in Table A.1 
and Figure A.17). 
 
Sharp site, 31Rk12 Vessel 2271a44.  This is a small, net impressed, conoidal jar from a 
burial context with a circular ring of sooting around the center of the base. It also has 
sooting on the exterior above the shoulder and carbonization on the interior surface 
around the rim and below the shoulder on one side (see Figure ID #68 in Table A.1 and 
Figure A.17).  
 
 
The first three vessels described above all had the same short, squat, rounded, body shape with 
slight shoulders depicted in Figure 4.9. Additionally, these three all had suspension holes.  
 
 
Figure 4.9: Dan River jar, Vessel 51, from Dallas Hylton site with suspension holes and sooting 




Figure 4.10: Dan River jar, Vessel 51, from Dallas Hylton site with sooting around the edge of 
the base but not in the center (see Figure ID #52 in Table A.1 and Figure A.14). 
 
 
The sooting rings around the centers of Belmont Vessel 74, Dallas Hylton Vessel 51, and 
Sharp Vessel 2271a44’s bases indicate that the bases were in contact with high heat, causing the 
carbon to burn off the center of the bases’ exterior surfaces but still accumulate in rings around 
the edges of bases as well as around the shoulders and/or other parts of the vessel bodies. Due to 
the suspension holes and sooting on three of these jars, I assume they were suspended, by string 
or cord using the holes, over a fire for cooking. This suspension method would cause the exterior 
bases’ centers, which received the highest heat, not to have any sooting while the edges of the 
bases, where smoke reached and was not burned away, to have rings of soot. Stockton Vessel 36 
may have been suspended farther from the fire’s intense heat because it has sooting directly on 
the center of the base. Most of the interior carbonization on the Dan River jars in my sample was 
visible as rings or patches inside or right below the shoulder of the jar. A few jars had interior 
carbonization rings near their rims. Five of the complete jars had carbonization on the interior 
surfaces of their bases. This is further evidence that these jars were being used for cooking. 
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In summary, Dan River jars are small to medium in size, have constricted necks, rounded 
or conical bases, are sand tempered, and have net impressed or cord marked exteriors. The rim 
diameters of Dan River jars are typically around 10-24 cm. The jar heights are around 10-19 cm 
and the wall thicknesses around 6-8 mm. Their volumes measure to around 4 liters and some of 
the jars have suspension holes. Lastly, these jars show evidence of use both in and over a fire.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND COMPARISONS 
 
Uwharrie and Dan River jars differ in terms of vessel shape, size, and use with Dan River 
jars exhibiting a greater variety of forms and uses (Figure 5.1). The transition from Uwharrie to 
Dan River jars is visible in the shift from unconstricted straight-walled vessels to the introduction 
of vessels with constricted necks. Also, Uwharrie jars are all conical with slightly pointed bases 
while Dan River jars exhibit more variation in form being either conical or more rounded. 
However, the most glaring change over the transition from Uwharrie jars to Dan River is in size. 
Dan River jars, on average, are significantly smaller than Uwharrie vessels.  
 
 
Figure 5.1: Typical Uwharrie jar form (left) and typical Dan River jar forms (middle and right). 
Not to scale. 
 
The Uwharrie jars in my sample have a median value for orifice diameters of 31.5 cm 
while Dan River jars’ median orifice diameter value is 17 cm. Figure 5.2 illustrates the spread of 
data for both series’ jars’ orifices. It shows a trend of vessel orifices getting smaller over time. 
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Additionally, Uwharrie jars are much taller and thicker than Dan River jars. Uwharrie jars have 
median height and wall thickness values of 34.5 cm and 8 mm, while Dan River jars’ median 
values are 19.1 cm for height and 6 mm for wall thickness. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the 
distributions of jar heights and wall thicknesses for both series. There is a significant trend of 
vessels getting shorter and thinner over time. There is also an obvious trend of decreasing 
volume over time (Figure 5.5). Uwharrie jars have a median value for their volumes of 17.9 liters 
while Dan River jars have a median value for their volumes of 3.3 liters.  
Most of these differences—orifice diameter, height, volume, and wall thickness—are 
directly related to a reduction in overall size. These attributes all co-vary as a function of size. 
Temper transitions from predominantly crushed quartz in Uwharrie jars to increasingly sand 
tempered in Dan River jars. This transition denotes a trend of decreasing temper particle size 
over time, most likely related in part to a reduction in vessel wall thickness. Most Uwharrie jars 
have low constriction index ratio values of around 1.0 while Dan River jars have ratio values of 
around 1.2 due to their necks (Figure 5.6). Lastly, in addition to increased constriction, some of 
the Dan River jars have suspension holes while none of the Uwharrie vessels do. 
Evidence of carbonization rings on the interiors of both jar series indicates their use for 
boiling, though evidence of exterior use-wear in the form of sooting changes from Uwharrie to 
Dan River. This latter evidence is potentially less reliable based on unavoidable sampling biases. 
A majority (57%) of the Uwharrie jars in my sample had sooting either around the rim (28.5%) 
or in the mid-profile region (28.5%), but not both. Only one (25%) of the complete Uwharrie jars 
in my sample had sooting on the base. This was the smallest Uwharrie jar in the sample with a 




















Figure 5.6: Boxplots of Uwharrie and Dan River jar constriction indices. 
  
slightly elevated on supports while being used in the fire (see Table 4.1) (Boudreaux 2010:11-
15). Four of the complete Dan River jars had sooting on their bases and mid-profiles (27%), and 
six (40%) had no exterior sooting on their bases (see Table 4.2). This signifies greater variability 
in use for the Dan River vessels. There is also greater variability in the size of the Dan River jars 
as seen in the ratio of rim diameter to height in the linear regression for complete Dan River jars 




The size, shape, and sooting patterns of Uwharrie jars, together with the ethnohistorical 
and ethnobotanical evidence, suggest that Uwharrie jars were placed in fires for cooking and 
were most likely used for mast processing as well as cooking soups and stews. As previously 
noted, the shift in jar size and form from the Uwharrie to the Dan River phase coincides with a 
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shift in subsistence patterns, chiefly the intensification of maize agriculture. This shift is 
indicated by the abundance of maize in Dan River phase components and the near absence of 
maize in Uwharrie phase components (Gremillion 1993a, 1993b, 1993c). However, other 
subsistence practices (i.e., collection of mast resources) dominant during the Uwharrie phase 
persisted through the Dan River phase (Gremillion 1993a, 1993b, 1993c). Dan River jars most 
likely originated due to increasing cultivation and consumption of maize, leading to new cuisine 
and dishes and the need to process maize in addition to mast. This may suggest that the Dan 
River jars were used for a wider variety of modes of cooking and processing. The sooting 
patterns and greater variability in jar sizes observed for the Dan River phase support this 
suggestion.  
While jars from both phases show evidence of being used in fires for cooking, Uwharrie 
jars were almost solely used in fires while Dan River jars have clear evidence of use both over 
and in fires. Suspension holes on a handful of Dan River jars, in addition to sooting on and 
around the exterior surfaces of their bases, provide evidence of suspension for cooking. Dan 
River jars with suspension holes and sooting around their bases are almost all burnished and 
have the same body shape (different from the jars without suspension holes) and rounded bases, 
all of which may signify a specialized use for these vessels. However, this vessel type is 
exceedingly rare in Dan River assemblages. The Uwharrie and Dan River jars that do not show 
evidence of suspension and have sooting around their rims and mid-profiles were most likely 
elevated on supports during use for cooking. Lastly, changes in vessel form, namely the smaller 
size and introduction of necks to Dan River jars, could have allowed for easier pouring of the 
vessels’ contents and a higher degree of containment security (Braun 1980:17). The necessity for 
more controlled pouring and containment of vessel contents may also be linked to new cuisines 
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and cooking/processing practices. This is further evidence that Dan River jars may have been 
built for a greater variety of uses than Uwharrie jars. 
Changes in Cooking Practices, AD 800-1450 
 
The changes in jar size and use from the Uwharrie to the Dan River phase can be 
attributed to changes in diet, cuisine, and associated cooking practices following the rise of 
maize in the diet. As maize took on more importance in the Late Woodland diet of the North 
Carolina Piedmont so did the risk of pellagra. If maize is consumed in bulk, but not properly 
treated beforehand, it can lead to a deficiency of the vitamin niacin (B3) (Savvidou 2014). In 
order to properly treat maize and render it more nutritious, it must be boiled in an alkaline 
solution for an extended period in a process called nixtamalization, during which the hulls 
separate from the kernels and the number of essential amino acids and B vitamins is increased 
(Briggs 2017:4; Chacko 2005:197-212). In the absence of nixtamalization, a maize-centric diet 
must be supplemented with foods high in proteins like game meat and mast resources. For this 
reason, evidence of nixtamalization of maize at sites where diets high in maize are supplemented 
with high-protein foods has been viewed as a result of taste and texture preferences (Briggs 
2017:231).  
During the later end of the Uwharrie phase, maize was a fairly new cultigen to the region 
and mast resources were still the main dietary staple (Gremillion 1993c). Due to their large sizes 
and conical bases, Uwharrie jars are morphologically well suited for placement in a fire for 
cooking stews and soups as well as for mast processing, the activities for which they were most 
likely used. Evidence of exterior sooting on the jars’ mid-profiles and around their rims, as well 
as the presence of interior carbonization rings, further supports this conclusion. I did not observe 
carbonization on the interior surfaces of the few Uwharrie bases in my sample, but that does not 
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mean it was never present. Uwharrie jars were probably used to leach acorns, either by cooking 
or simply letting them stand in water. Heat may or may not have been involved in the tannin 
leaching process, but even if heat was used, it may not have produced the kind of interior 
evidence (burning and encrustation food residue) that results from prolonged high-heat boiling. It 
is worth noting that a substantial volume of water and repeated changes of water would be 
necessary to leach acorns. Given the size of the Uwharrie jars, they would have been hard to 
handle when hot especially to pour out and replenish water. However, it is possible that large 
Uwharrie jars were at least partially designed to accommodate these leaching and cooking needs. 
Contemporaneous Ashe Ferry phase (AD 1000‒1160) components at the Late Woodland 
Ashe Ferry site in the Piedmont of South Carolina have provided extensive evidence of mast-
resource processing and cooking of nutmeats as well as feature types and jar forms similar to 
those in the Uwharrie phase (Riggs, Davis, and Fitts 2015:5.1, 5.15, 5.17, 5.19, 5.25, 7.13). 
Additionally, ethnohistoric accounts detail methods of mast processing and various forms of 
mast consumption which would be supported by the size and shape of Uwharrie jars (Battle 
1922:175-176; Lawson 1709:45; Lederer 1672:15). Acorns and hickory nuts, which are 
commonly found in Uwharrie phase contexts, are processed similarly via grinding with the 
exception of an extra step for tannin leaching of red acorns prior to consumption (Davis et al. 
1998b:82; Fritz et al. 2001:11; Gardner 1997:162, 165; Kupperman 1988). During this leaching 
process, the water must be regularly replaced to avoid contaminating the nutmeat (Peles and 
Scarry 2015:7.15). The oils of both hickory and acorns are insoluble in water and lighter, so they 
rise to the top and can be skimmed off and stored while the nutshells and detritus sink to the 
bottom. Hickory is oilier than acorns and their leached oils were predominantly used in cooking, 
but also were reserved for secondary uses such as for leather making or in paint (Battle 
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1922:175-176). Before boiling, the nuts are dried and then cracked to separate the meat from the 
shells (Kupperman 1988). The large volume of the Uwharrie jar would have allowed for a 
sizable accumulation of hickory nut shells at the base of the vessel while the oils that rose to the 
surface could easily be skimmed off via the vessel’s large orifice (Fritz et al. 2001).  
The meats of both hickory and acorn made up a large portion of the pre-maize diets of 
Native peoples in the North Carolina Piedmont. The process of extracting the nutmeat was 
similar to that of the oil. The nuts were dried, cracked or crushed, and then cast into boiling 
water to soften and release the shells. However, the nutmeats can also be safely eaten raw after 
deshelling except for red acorns. There was a rise in hickory and fall in acorn quantities observed 
alongside the rise in maize at Dan River components possibly resulting from the common use of 
hickory-nut oil in hominy and other dishes (Fritz et al. 2001:5; Davis et al. 1997d:70). Uwharrie 
jars are suitable for all of the above-mentioned methods of mast processing and many of the tools 
associated with these modes of processing—such as manos, mortars, and pestles—were found at 
Uwharrie phase sites (Briggs 2017:86; Davis et al. 1998b:71; Davis et al. 1997c). The large size 
of Uwharrie jars would also have allowed for bulk processing and cooking of stews and soups. 
This evidence, coupled with the ethnohistorical accounts of mast processing in the Piedmont and 
the similarities in jar forms and evidence of mast processing at the contemporaneous Ashe Ferry 
site, suggest that Uwharrie jars were most likely used in much the same manner.  
Ethnobotanical remains from Dan River sites show that staple foods from the Uwharrie 
phase remained important; however, their relative contribution to the total diet shifted following 
the introduction of maize. The continued reliance on mast resources was probably due to their 
nutritional qualities and the fact that their collection did not conflict temporally with crop 
harvests. However, a growing replacement of acorn by hickory coincided with maize becoming 
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the primary crop plant of the Piedmont (Gremillion 1993c:463). This rise in hickory and fall in 
acorn quantities observed alongside the rise in maize at Dan River phase components is possibly 
a result of the common use of hickory nut oil in hominy and other dishes (Davis et al. 1997d:70; 
Fritz et al. 2001:5). 
The changes in cuisine and diet following the introduction of maize would have led to 
changes in jar form and a greater diversification and variability in vessel size. Maize most likely 
would have been understood as being like a nut and therefore would have been viewed through 
the lens of the pre-existing acorn foodway, leading to the preparation of maize in a similar 
fashion (Briggs 2017:233). The maize/hominy and acorn foodways both involve very similar 
preparatory processes and processing tools. Processing begins with the drying of the food 
followed by grinding with mortar and pestle, or with a grinding stone, to remove the hard outer 
casings. Next, the food is boiled for either extraction of the oils, meats, flavor/texture changes, or 
nutritional enhancement (Briggs 2016:322-323; Peles and Scarry 2015). A taste preference for 
the bitterness of acorns may have been transferred to maize. The similarities in taste and texture 
of acorns and hominy can partially account for the widespread adoption of the hominy foodway 
throughout the Eastern Woodlands. 
New dishes involving maize, like hominy, required slightly different processing to 
accommodate these new cuisines. Uwharrie jars are not well suited for extensive boiling due to 
their large size, heat dispersal patterns, and relatively wide unrestricted mouths which allow for 
the vessel’s contents to boil dry from evaporation unless those liquids are replenished regularly 
(Linton 1944:370). Experimental archaeology has proven that a conically shaped jar placed 
directly in fire has heat transferral primarily through its mid-body rather than the base (Briggs 
2017:130). This means heat is mainly distributed to contents in the mid-profile region of the jars 
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and the lower portion receives marginal heat. This would hinder prolonged boiling, making 
Uwharrie jars inefficient for maize nixtamalization and hominy production unless they can be 
elevated over a fire. Additionally, placement of the jar in fire necessitates regular stoking of the 
fire to maintain a boil and allows ash to accumulate around the base which reduces airflow and 
heat dispersal. For these reasons, a method of suspension or elevation of jars over a fire or hot 
coals is superior to placement in a fire for prolonged boiling because it maximizes airflow and 
better disburses heat by allowing the base to be the primary place of heat transferral. 
Given the variability in sooting evidence, shapes, and sizes of Dan River jars, they were 
most likely built to accommodate new cooking and processing techniques associated with maize 
while still accommodating previous practices involving mast resources and game meat which 
were not abandoned following maize intensification. For example, the minority rounded bottom 
Dan River jars with constricted necks were suitable for cooking/processing via suspension, and 
show evidence of having been suspended, but the locations of sooting on these vessels show that 
this is not the only way they were used. These jars are also the vessels in my sample that are 
most similar to those of the later Oldtown series which largely post-dates the Dan River series 
vessels. It is possible that Oldtown vessels were more regularly used for hominy nixtamalization.  
Three of the complete Dan River jars in the sample with broad, rounded bottoms and 
suspension holes showed clear evidence of suspension over a fire. This was evidenced by the 
presence of sooting around the edges of their bases but a lack of sooting directly on the center of 
the jars’ bases where the heat would have been too hot and burned off carbon residues. However, 
these jars are fairly small and presumably would not have been capable of producing much food 
at any one time. One rounded-bottom Dan River vessel with suspension holes had sooting 
directly on the base, which signified that it was suspended but placed farther from the flame, 
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allowing carbon to accumulate on the base and not be burned away. Some of the rounded-bottom 
and conical jars with constricted necks show no evidence of sooting on their exteriors, which 
could signify the use of hot coals which produces no sooting or could signify a lack of use for 
cooking. Lack of exterior sooting, especially on bases, can also be attributed to subsequent uses 
over a fire which burns off carbon deposits depending on the distance between the vessel base 
and heat source. Additionally, some jars, both rounded bottom and conical showed signs of being 
placed in a fire, as evidenced by sooting on their mid-profile regions but not on their bases. 
Lastly, one jar had sooting around its base and shoulders which means it may have been used 
both in and over a fire. 
While changing diet and cuisine are most likely the primary factors in the size and shape 
changes observed in jars from the Uwharrie to the Dan River phase, there are two other potential 
components of these changes worth noting. The first is a change in production and consumption 
quantities. The Native people using Dan River jars may have employed both on-demand and 
large-batch processing, depending on scheduling and processing needs (Riggs, Davis, and Fitts 
2015:7.14-7.15). The variability in sizes of Dan River jars could be factored into processing 
decisions, depending on how much was intended to be processed. Nut oils and meats could be 
processed in large batches, in larger jars, and then stored. However, oils and nutmeats would 
have most likely been processed in smaller quantities due to the increased focus on maize and to 
avoid spoilage of nuts. This is seen in ethnohistoric accounts of Native women in California who 
prepared nuts as needed or kept batches at various stages of processing, thus spreading out the 
workload (Jackson 1991).  
Unfortunately, data on household size for the Uwharrie and Dan River phases are lacking 
so comparisons cannot be made between household size and vessel size (Turner and Lofgren 
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1966). Therefore, it is difficult to determine if the shift in vessel size of Late Woodland jars in 
the Piedmont reflects a shift from more communal to less communal food preparation and 
consumption. Large Uwharrie jars are suitable for bulk processing and were potentially used for 
communal meals, but it is more likely that they signify intensive seasonal processing sites. The 
lack of unequivocal year-round Uwharrie habitation site evidence furthers my belief that the 
Uwharrie sites included in my sample are the result of generations of collection and processing 
of resources which created a pattern seen archaeologically. Dan River jars may signify a 
transition away from bulk communal production and consumption to a greater focus on 
household production and consumption. Some of these Dan River jars could be placed in fires 
for mast processing while other shapes and sizes were well suited for suspension for maize and 
possibly also nut processing which can be accomplished via boiling (Hally 1986:287). The 
orifices of Dan River jars are large enough to allow for the collection of oils without boiling dry 
from evaporation, and their volumes are large enough to hold a reasonable quantity of mast or 
maize. The small to medium Dan River conical jar forms are relatively well suited for small-
batch mast processing while the relatively rounded bottom jars in my sample are better suited for 
boiling maize and processing small-batch hominy and other maize dishes.  
The second potential component accounting for greater variability in size, form, and use 
of Dan River jars is the need for specialized vessels for certain steps during the processing and 
cooking of foods. New cuisines related to maize potentially required multiple stages of cooking, 
resulting in a need for different jars (Hally 1986).  The Dan River jars with suspension holes, 
which are a distinct minority in the sample, may exemplify this. Such jars may have been created 
specifically for a processing or cooking step that required suspension. Meanwhile, conical and 
rounded Dan River jars appear to have been used more generally.  
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Ultimately, intensive maize agriculture led to changes in diet and dishes which, in turn, 
led to greater diversification and variability in jar size and form during the Dan River phase. 
However, this does not indicate a radical shift in cuisine; rather, new dishes were added without 
a complete shift from one form of cuisine to another. Maize was most likely viewed through the 
lens of the acorn foodway and as a result, was processed similarly via grinding, boiling, and 
drying. Preceding Dan River jars, Uwharrie jars, which are fairly uniform in size and shape, 
appear to have been predominantly used for processing mast and cooking game meat and plant 
foods. Dan River jars, which have distinct shape, size, and use-wear differences, appear to result 
from the need for specialized vessels for cooking and processing new dishes in addition to the 
staples of the Uwharrie phase. Evidence of suspension of Dan River jars is the most notable 
difference and presumably is linked to new dishes and cooking practices associated with maize.  
 
Comparison to Other Parts of the Eastern Woodlands 
 
A similar transition in vessel shape and size is witnessed in other parts of the Eastern 
Woodlands following the shift to a more maize-centered diet. Rachel Briggs (2017) detailed the 
changes in vessel form from the Late Woodland West Jefferson phase (AD 1070-1120) to the 
Early Mississippian Moundville I phase (AD 1120-1250) in the Black Warrior Valley in 
Alabama. Over the course of these two phases, maize’s role in the diet grew, and with it emerged 
contemporary dishes involving maize, such as hominy. There was also a noticeable change in jar 
form from large, ovaloid West Jefferson jars to arguably specialized, small/medium, globular 
Mississippian standard jars, and the ability for suspension was implemented with the latter form.  
Briggs argues that the development of the Mississippian standard jar in the Early Mississippian 
Moundville I phase was a result of the need for a pot designed specifically for the 
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nixtamalization of hominy. She argues that the large ovaloid West Jefferson jars (Figure 5.6) 
were placed in fires during use and could only withstand short periods of boiling, making them 
ill-suited for the nixtamalization of hominy (Briggs 2016:320). However, the small size, handles, 
and globular shape of the Mississippian standard jars allowed for suspension over hot coals for 
prolonged boiling which she discovered through experimental archaeology to be the most 
efficient method for producing hominy. The lack of sooting on the exteriors of these jars was 
consistent with this form of cooking (Briggs 2016:325).  
 
 
Figure 5.6: West Jefferson jar and labeled characteristics (from Briggs 2017, Fig. 6.3). 
 
The jar changes she observed are similar to the changes I observed in the Late Woodland 
North Carolina-Virginia Piedmont with a few key differences. I also noted an increase in maize 
in the diet and a decrease in jar size from the early (Uwharrie) to later (Dan River) forms. 
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However, my later Dan River jar forms were more variable than Briggs’ homogenous 
assemblage of Mississippian standard jars. My sample had Dan River jars with both conical and 
rounded bases. I also saw evidence of suspension although a minority of the sample. 
Additionally, the ways in which the Dan River jars could be suspended and how they were used 
to cook based on sooting evidence, differ from what Briggs observed in the Black Warrior 
Valley.  
A few Dan River jars had suspension holes that may have acted as aids in suspension as 
the handles in Briggs’ study did. Three jars in my sample had handles, but they appeared to be 
decorative and not feasible for suspension. Lastly, while Briggs did not observe any exterior 
sooting on the Mississippian standard jars she analyzed, I had sooting on a majority of my 
vessels. Evidence of sooting on the Dan River jars in my sample indicated use both in and above 
a fire. This means that, in terms of methods, the Late Woodland people of the North Carolina-
Virginia Piedmont may have been processing maize similarly to people residing in the Black 
Warrior Valley around that same time, but that the approaches and tools used to perform this task 
were more varied and multi-purposed in the Piedmont.  
Due to the production and consumption of both maize and mast resources, 
nixtamalization may not have been necessary in the North Carolina-Virginia Piedmont. 
However, that does not mean it did not occur. Additionally, while suspension is optimal for 
nixtamalization, it is not necessary. The Dan River jars in my sample may have been used for 
hominy production via suspension but that is just one of many possibilities. I believe they were 
used in a variety of ways for a multitude of processing and cooking purposes relating to maize as 
well as mast resources. I view Dan River jars as a mix of generalized and specialized tools able 
to aid in the production of a variety of dishes. 
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Challenges and Limitations  
 
Unfortunately, due to the nature of the collection from which I drew, there are biases in 
the sample, the most obvious being due to differences in vessel size. Smaller vessels have a 
greater probability of being represented, especially since my selection criteria required a 
sufficient portion of the vessel to be present. The most consistent measurement one can take for 
vessels, other than wall thickness, is the rim diameter, but even that is problematic for very large 
vessels when a large rimsherd might not be large enough to estimate orifice diameter reliably, let 
alone represent enough of the vessel below the lip to obtain even a partial vessel profile. 
Consequently, I was left with a sample that favored small to medium vessels and consisted of 
relatively few large vessels. The fact that UNC’s collections house many more samples from 
Dan River, the greater focus of site investigations, than Uwharrie components contributes to this 
deficit of Uwharrie jars. 
This small Uwharrie sample caused my regression of height against rim diameter to yield 
predicted heights that were not plausible. This small sample was also troublesome when 
analyzing exterior sooting, as I had a very low count of Uwharrie bases to examine. The base is 
key to the analysis of sooting for the determination of use because the base is where sooting is 
located on vessels supported over a fire or where sooting is lacking if placed in a fire. The base is 
also where food and detritus may become adhered to the interior surface during use and leave 
behind carbon patches. Finally, carbon evidence can accidentally be scrubbed off in the 
processing lab during the cleaning of the vessel. For these reasons, reliance on carbon evidence 
to determine vessel use can be challenging. Additionally, the provenience information of jars and 
jar fragments from early excavations was not explicitly recorded for all vessels so, unfortunately, 
I could not compare vessel form and use-wear evidence by context. Also, household-size data 
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from the sites constituting the sample is lacking. This made it difficult to analyze group size in 
relation to vessel size as well as communal versus household production of food. Despite all of 
these challenges and limitations, I was still able to draw conclusions regarding vessel form, size, 
and assemblage diversity with reasonable confidence. 
 
Future Research Potential 
 
Expanding my sample size to include Uwharrie and Dan River jars held in other 
collections would be advantageous to allow for a greater number of complete vessels to be 
accounted for in my sample. Absorbed residue analyses would be a beneficial next step in my 
study of vessel use in the Late Woodland Piedmont of North Carolina-Virginia, particularly once 
residue analyses become more reliable as a tool for detecting maize versus alkaline-treated maize 
(Reber and Evershed 2004). Analyses of phytoliths for detection of maize would also be 
beneficial (Doolittle and Frederick 1991; Piperno 1984; Ryan 2014). Experimental archaeology 
testing the use of Dan River jars with various modes of cooking (in a fire and over a fire) would 
aid in better understanding the use and abilities of the Dan River jars. Lastly, research into the 
phases following the Dan River phase in the North Carolina-Virginia Piedmont and research 
concerning Late Woodland vessel forms in other parts of the Southeast around the intensification 











APPENDIX: DATA AND ILLUSTRATIONS OF ALL VESSELS USED IN THE STUDY 
 
This appendix includes the vessel data and 3D models that I built of the Uwharrie and 
Dan River jars in my sample. Table A.1 includes jar data from the following sites: Belmont 
(44Hr3), Box Plant (44Hr2), Dallas Hylton (44Hr20), Forbush Creek (31Yd1), Gravely 
(44Hr29), Hairston (31Sk1), Leatherwood Creek (44Hr1), Lower Saratown (31Rk1), Philpott 
(44Hr4), Powerplant (31Rk5), Sharp (31Rk12), 31Rw17, and Stockton (44Hr35). Figures A.1 
through A.6 depict the Uwharrie jar models and Figures A.7 through A.17 depict the Dan River 
jar models.  
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Table A.1 Vessel Data for all Modeled Jars. 
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